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Most domestic developers of management software began their business from 
providing financial management applications. They have grown by assimilating 
advanced ideas in management from foreign sources and by trying to meet their 
customers' growing demands on management applications. Nowadays, when 
management software, especially ERP solutions has become the basis for 
organizations to improve their management through IT systems, competitions in the 
market for management software become fierce. Domestic developers like UFIDA, 
Kingdee and Langchao, and foreign providers such as SAP, Oracle and SAGE have all 
considered channel strategies to be an important part of their marketing efforts. A 
saying in the industry goes like this: one with good channel strategy shall win the day. 
UFIDA's almost 20 years of success can mostly be seen as a result of its 
successful channel strategies, one of its most important competitive advantages and 
contributors to its profitability. In the recent years, however, its channels have 
encountered major shifts. This work attempts to decipher the reason behind these 
shifts and find ways to improve the company's channel operation model based on 
practical facts. The objective is to help the company to maintain its competitive 
advantages with respect to its marketing channel. 
The thesis is divided into five chapters. The first is the background and way of the 
analyses. The second introduces the basic concepts of marketing channel. The third 
chapter analyzes channels for ERP software in the domestic and foreign markets. The 
forth chapter follows the development of marketing channel for UFIDA's 
management software. Chapter five provides suggestions to improve the channel 
model for UFIDA's management software. 
The thesis highlights differences between marketing channels for management 
software and traditional IT industries, as well as the role of relationship marketing in 
the marketing channel for management software. It presents the idea that promoting 
customer operation and team capacity building are viable ways to improve channel 
model. 
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产制造管理软件，并整合形成了国内 早的 ERP 软件，又不断扩展新的功能。在
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